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CRACK, TENORSHARE REIBOOT PRO 7.2.9.4 Crack, …2.8.1 Impact of Coreography APPP wishes to
address the issue of the overuse of coreography (‘photo-document’) systems in the urban context.
(Wikipedia: ‘coreography’) Although their use in exhibitions and museums is legitimate, the system
is often used for a whole range of different projects. This misuse then becomes yet another form of
documentation (‘blurred’) in a challenging context. APPP proposes a system of ‘medium-sized-photo’
(‘SSPM’) which would consist of, but not be limited to, the following essential elements: (1) an
intuitive and ‘fair’ (consistent) user interface (looking very much like Twitter), (2) a small and
slender mobile device (iPod), (3) a simple looking camera, and (4) a scanner that allows you to ‘scan’
photos (kind of like an iPhone, but with a lens). via the ‘scan-scan’ and ‘tweet-tweet’ functions, SSPM
would not only make artworks interactive, but would also generate live information of the live-show.
For example, a ‘tweet’ or ‘scan’ will trigger the next dialogue in the sequence, such as “your
favourite colour is…”. In a similar way, the interaction of the viewer would be coupled with the
artwork, but totally independent of the context of the exhibition. Depending on the amount of text
generated by the ‘scan-scan’ function, the artist or curator could then decide whether and how much
to include in the final exhibition. The system would thus follow the
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